
Parametric Quantitative Temporal Reasoning �E. Allen Emerson and Richard J. TreerComputer Sciences Department and Computer Engineering Research CenterUniversity of Texas at Austin, USAAbstractWe de�ne Parameterized Real-Time Computation Tree Logic (PRTCTL), which allows quan-titative temporal speci�cations to be parameterized over the natural numbers. Parameterizedquantitative speci�cations are quantitative speci�cations in which concrete timing informationhas been abstracted away. Such abstraction allows designers to specify quantitative restrictionson the temporal ordering of events without having to use speci�c timing information from themodel. A model checking algorithm for the logic is given which is polynomial for any �xed num-ber of parameters. A subclass of formulae are identi�ed for which the model checking problemis linear in the length of the formula and size of the structure. PRTCTL is generalized to allowquantitative reasoning about the number of occurrences of atomic events.1 IntroductionPnueli [Pn77] pioneered the use of temporal logic as a language for describing the behavior ofreactive systems [HP85]. Qualitative temporal logics, PLTL [Pn77] and CTL [CE81] for example,express properties of the temporal ordering of events without, in general, a regard for any quantita-tive measure on the elapsed time between the occurrences of the events. Real-time temporal logics([JM86] [AH89] [ACD90] [EMSS92]) and more generally quantitative logics ([BEH95] [BEH95a][BBEL96] [ET97] c.f. [CCMMH94]) cater for the expression of quantitative bounds on the occur-rence of events. Such logics allow operators of the form AF�5P meaning that inevitably event Pwill occur within �ve time steps. The use of constants, 5 in this case, can be problematic, requiringdetailed knowledge of the speci�c timing information of a design { design information which maychange frequently as the design moves towards completion.Parameterization of quantitative speci�cations is a type of abstraction which allows the systemdesigner to express quantitative information which is valid over an entire design process. Forexample, it may not be known exactly what the delay is between when a process sends a requestfor a resource and when the server receives the request, but it is expected that it takes no morethan twice that amount of time for the requester to receive the grant for the resource from theserver. This type of speci�cation can be expressed in Parameterized Real-Time Computation TreeLogic (PRTCTL) as8x[AG(request ) AF�xreceive)) AG(request ) AF�2�xgrant)]�This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-980-4736 and SRC contract 98-DP-388; contactauthor: Richard Trefler, Computer Sciences Dept., Tay 2.124, University of Texas, Austin, TX, 78712,USA, trefler@cs.utexas.edu, +1-512-471-9749, +1-512-471-8885 (fax).1



This says that for any natural number x if it takes at most x steps for a request to be received bythe server then it takes at most 2 � x steps for the requester to receive the grant from the server.This is much di�erent than the purely qualitative CTL speci�cationAG(request ) AFreceive)) AG(request ) AFgrant)which simply says that if it is inevitable that requests are received, then it is inevitable that requestsare granted. Furthermore, the use of parameterization has obviated the need for specifying exactlyhow long it takes for requests to be received.While PRTCTL allows parameterization over all natural numbers we show that the model checkingproblem [CE81] (c.f. [QS82]) for this logic can be reduced to checking a �nite number of instancesof the parameterized formula. The number of instances depends on the size of the model to bechecked. This leads to a model checking algorithm of time complexity O(jM jk+1jf j) where k is thenumber of parameters in f , jM j is the size ofM and jf j is the size of f . For a large class of formulaethis complexity can be lowered to linear in the size of the formula and the size of the structure.A PRTCTL formula is monotone in parameter x, if when put in positive normal form, x appearseither exclusively in modalities of the form U�x or F�x or exclusively in G�x modalities. A formulais monotone if it is monotone in all its parameters. We show that the model checking problem formonotone formulae can be solved in time O(jM jjf j).We also describe an algorithm for solving the PRTCTL model checking problem over timed struc-tures. A discrete timed structure allows transitions to be labeled with natural numbers. We showthat if m is the largest transition label then PRTCTL formulae f with k parameters can be modelchecked on timed structure M in time O((mjM j)kjM j2jf j) .PRTCTL, and indeed most quantitative logics, are designed for the expression of quantitative prop-erties concerning the number of transitions or the number of time units represented by transitionsuntil the occurrence of an event. However, these logics cannot naturally express quantitative mea-sures on the number of occurrences of independent events. We de�ne and give model checkingalgorithms for General Parameterized CTL, GPCTL, (c.f. [JM86] [BEH95] [BEH95a] [BBEL96][YMW97] [ET97]) which allows quantitative parameterization over the occurrence of events. Forexample, AF�3�requestresponse says that it is inevitable that a response will be issued before morethan 4 occurrences of request. 9xAG(request ) AF�x�requestresponse) says that there is a boundon the number of requests which will be issued before a response is seen, something that is notguaranteed by the formula AG(request ) AFresponse).There have been numerous models of computation proposed for the modeling of real-time systems(see [AH92] for a survey). Such models tend to be extensions of Kripke structures which addresettable clocks (or timers) and transitions labeled with time values from discrete or dense timedomains. These more sophisticated models are in many circumstances more accurate models ofreal-time systems than the simpler structures. However, for many systems the appropriate level ofabstraction for veri�cation of temporal properties is often the conventional Kripke structure. Forexample, an interleaving model of true concurrency is a realistic assumption for many on-boardembedded systems. Since hardware may be quite limited, there is often a single multiprogrammedprocessor on which sequential processes are running concurrently when viewed at a su�cient levelof granularity. We argue only that it may be necessary and useful to verify quantitative temporalproperties of the less sophisticated models of computation.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section PRTCTL is de�ned and given asemantics. Section 3 gives model checking algorithms for the logic and for the monotone subclass2



of formulae. Section 4 extends the logic and model checking algorithms to timed models of com-putation. Section 5 contains a discussion of GPCTL and model checking algorithms for that logic.Finally, section 6 contains a short conclusion and comparison with other work.2 PRTCTLThis section contains a description of the logic PRTCTL and its related logics CTL, RTCTL andvRTCTL. vRTCTL is used only as a convenience for generating the formulae of PRTCTL. Weuse N to denote the set of natural numbers and AP to denote a �nite set of atomic proposi-tions. CTL is the set of formulae formed from the boolean operators ^;: and temporal modalitiesAU;AF;AG;EU;EF;EG. For more details we refer to [Em90].To formulate the logic RTCTL superscripts of the form � n, for n 2 N are allowed over the pathoperators U and G. For example AG�5P is a formula of RTCTL. vRTCTL extends RTCTL by al-lowing variables and linear combinations of variables and constants in the superscripts. AG�5x+yP ,for example, is a formula of vRTCTL.PRTCTL formulae are formed as follows: Let f(x) be a formula of vRTCTL or PRTCTL in whichthe variable x appears free and let a 2 N. Then 8xf(x), 8x � af(x), 9xf(x) and 9x � af(x) areformulae of PRTCTL.A formula is in positive normal form (PNF) i� : operators appear only in front of atomic propo-sitions and the only boolean operators are ^ and _.Sentences, formulae with no free variables, of the above logics are given semantics relative to Kripkestructures. A Kripke structure M is a tuple (S;R;L) where S is a set of states, R � S � S (suchthat R is left total) is the transition relation and L : S ! 2AP is the labeling function. � = s0s1 : : :is a (full) path in M i� for all i 2 N, si 2 S and (si; si+1) 2 R. M; s j= f denotes that state s instructureM satis�es formula f . M j= f signi�es that there is some state s in S such that M; s j= f .j= for CTL is the usual de�nition of branching time operators over structures; see [Em92] for moredetails.RTCTL modalities are given semantics by the following recursive rules.� M; s j= AfU�ng i� for all paths � = s0 : : : such that s0 = s, there exists an i � n such thatM; si j= g and for all j < i, M; sj j= f .� M; s j= AG�nf i� for all paths � = s0 : : : such that s0 = s, and for all i � n, M; si j= f .� M; s j= EfU�ng i� there exists a path � = s0 : : : such that s0 = s, there exists an i � n suchthat M; si j= g and for all j < i, M; sj j= f .� M; s j= EG�nf i� there exists a path � = s0 : : : such that s0 = s, and for all i � n, M; si j= f .Finally, for formulae of PRTCTL the following are added to the de�nition of j=.� M; s j= 8xf(x) i� for all n 2 N, M; s j= f(n).� M; s j= 8x � af(x) i� for all n � a, M; s j= f(n).� M; s j= 9xf(x) i� there exists n 2 N such that M; s j= f(n).3



� M; s j= 9x � af(x) i� there exists n � a such that M; s j= f(n).Proposition 1 Let Qx � af(x) be a sentence of PRTCTL where a 2 N and Q is either 8 or9. M; s j= 8x � af(x) i� M; s j= f(0) ^ f(1) ^ : : : ^ f(a) and M; s j= 9x � af(x) i� M; s j=f(0) _ f(1) _ : : : _ f(a).Proposition 1 shows that PRTCTL formulae whose quanti�ers range over �nite sets can be seen asshorthands for RTCTL formulae. In the sequel f(0)^f(1)^ : : :^f(a) (f(0)_f(1)_ : : :_f(a)) willsometimes be abbreviated by ^n2[0::a]f(n) (_n2[0::a]f(n)). The following proposition shows thatthe set of PRTCTL sentences is semantically closed under negation.Proposition 2 Let f be a PRTCTL sentence. There is a sentence f 0 such that for all M =(S;R;L) and s 2 S, M; s j= f i� M; s 6j= f 0.3 Model Checking PRTCTLCTL and RTCTL can both be model checked in time O(jM jjf j). Below we show that the modelchecking problem for PRTCTL is decidable and give an algorithm for solving the problem. Thealgorithm runs in timeO(jM jk+1jf j) where k is the number of distinct parameters in f . Thus for any�xed number of parameters the problem is polynomial in the size of the formula and the structure.In practice, we expect that most useful formulae will have only one or two parameters and thusthe algorithms can be said to be e�cient. Below, the model checking problem for parameterizedformulae is reduced to a �nite state problem by showing that M; s j= 8xf(x) (M; s j= 9xf(x))can be determined by checking only a �nite set of instances of the form M; s j= f(a) where a is anatural number no bigger than the size of M .Theorem 1 Let M = (S;R;L) be a �nite Kripke structure and Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn) bea PRTCTL sentence. M; s j= Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn) i� M; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 �jSjf(x0; : : : xn).Proof: By induction on the number of quanti�ers. If f has no quanti�ers then the theorem holdsvacuously.M; s j= 8xn+1Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn; xn+1) i� for all a 2 N,M; s j= Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn; a)i� for all a 2 N M; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn; a). This formula can be interpretedas a short hand for a set of formulae where the quanti�ers are replaced by ^ and _. For any(an; : : : ; a0) 2 jSjn+1 it was shown [EMSS92] that for any a > jSj, M; s j= f(a0; : : : ; an; a) i�M; s j= f(a0; : : : ; an; jSj). So for all a 2 N M; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn; a) i�M; s j= 8xn+1 � jSjQnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn; xn+1).M; s j= 9xn+1Qnxn : : : Q0x0 f(x0; : : : xn; xn+1) i� there exists a 2 N such that M; s j= Qnxn : : :Q0x0 f(x0; : : : ; xn; a) i� there exists a 2 NM; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0 x0� jSjf(x0; : : : ; xn; a). Thisformula can be interpreted as a short hand for a set of formulae where the quanti�ers are replacedby ^ and _. For any (an; : : : ; a0) 2 jSjn+1 it was shown that if a > jSj, M; s j= f(a0; : : : ; an; a) i�M; s j= f(a0; : : : ; an; jSj). So there exists a 2 N M; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn; a)i� M; s j= 9xn+1 � jSjQnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn; xn+1). 24



The above theorem shows how to replace 8x by 8x � jSj and 9x by 9x � jSj. In fact, the theoremcan be strengthened to replace 8x � a (9x � a) by 8x � jSj (9x � jSj) whenever jSj � a.[EMSS92] showed that any formula f of RTCTL can be model checked in time O(jM jjf j). Thisleads immediately to the following corollary. In the sequel we show how the complexity can besubstantially reduced for monotone formulae.Corollary 1 Given M = (S;R;L) and PRTCTL formula f with k parameters, the model checkingproblem, does M j= f , can be solved in time O(jM jkjM jjf j).Proposition 3 f(x) is a vRTCTL formula in positive normal form whose only parameter is x, Mis a structure and s is a state in M .� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EU�x and AU�x then M; s j= f(0) i� for allx � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EU�x and AU�x then M; s j= f(jSj) i� thereexists x � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EG�x and AG�x then M; s j= f(jSj) i� for allx � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EG�x and AG�x then M; s j= f(j0j) i� thereexists x � jSj, M; s j= f(x).Theorem 2 Let Q0x0 : : : Qnxnf(x0; : : : ; xn) be a PRTCTL formula in positive normal form, andM a structure. If for all i 2 [0::n], the only parameterized operators mentioning xi are either allU�xi or all G�xi, then M j= Q0x0 : : : Qnxnf(x0; : : : ; xn) i� M j= f(a0; : : : ; an) where for i 2 [0::n],ai = 0 if Qi = 8 and xi only appears in U operators; ai = 0 if Qi = 9 and xi only appears in Goperators; ai = jM j if Qi = 8 and xi only appears in G operators; ai = jM j if Qi = 9 and xi onlyappears in U operators.Theorem 2 immediately gives rise to the following corollary.Corollary 2 Given M = (S;R;L) and monotone PRTCTL formula f , the model checking problem`does M j= f ' can be solved in time O(jM jjf j).4 Timed StructuresTimed (Kripke) structures enhance the structures of the previous sections by labeling the transitionsbetween states by integer values. For example, (s; a; t) 2 R if there is a transition from state s tostate t taking a time units. M = (S;R;L) is as before except that R � S�N�S. In the sequel wewill make a clear distinction between timed and untimed structures. CTL modalities have exactlythe same meaning in timed and untimed structures; that is, these modalities are oblivious to thearc labels. De�ned below are the relevant timed modalities for RTCTL where s is a state in thetimed structure M and n 2 N. In particular, note that EF�n modalities cannot be de�ned in termsof EX as is the case with CTL, RTCTL (c.f. [EMSS92] [AH92] [CE81]). Because A modalities canbe seen to be shorthands for E modalities we leave out any explicit mention of them.5



� M; s j= EfU�ng i� there is a path � = s0n1s1 : : : in M such that s0 = s and for some i 2 N,M; si j= g, Pij=1 nj � n and for all j < i, M; sj j= f .� M; s j= EG�ng i� there is a path � = s0n1s1 : : : in M such that x0 = s and for all i 2 N, ifPij=1 nj � n then M;xi j= g.The following proposition shows that the model checking problem for timed modalities can bereduced to modalities whose quantities are no bigger than the length of the longest simple path inthe structure M .Proposition 4 (c.f. [EMSS92]) Let M = (S;R;L) be a timed structure with �nite state set S. Letc = jSjmax(fm 2 Nj(s;m; t) 2 Rg).� M; s j= EfU�cg i� for all n 2 N, n � c, M; s j= EfU�ng .� M; s j= EG�cg i� for all n 2 N, n � c, M; s j= EG�ng.Next, we show that the model checking problem for timed modalities can be solved e�ciently indiscrete timed structures.Theorem 3 Given timed structure M = (S;R;L) and a 2 N, the model checking problem `doesM j= EpU�aq' can be solved in time O(jM j2) 1.Theorem 4 Given timed structure M = (S;R;L) and a 2 N, the model checking problem `doesM j= EG�ap' can be solved in time O(jM j).The following corollaries are a direct consequence of the model checking complexity of the algorithmsfor checking individual modalities and the semantics of parameterized formulae.Corollary 3 Given timed structure M = (S;R;L) such that m is the largest natural numberlabeling a transition in M , and PRTCTL sentence f with k parameters, the model checking problem,does M j= f , can be solved in O((mjM j)kjM j2jf j).Corollary 4 Given timed structure M = (S;R;L), such that m is the largest natural numberlabeling a transition in M , and monotone PRTCTL sentence f , the model checking problem, doesM j= f , can be solved in time O(jM j2jf j).5 Event Sensitive Parametric ReasoningPreviously, the parameters of PRTCTL formulae referred to the passage of time only through ameasure of the number of transitions in a path. Each transition represented some unit of time. Itis often useful to be able to count the number of events, such as the number of times propositionp occurs along a path. To this end, we enhance PRTCTL formulae with the ability to refer to1A more detailed analysis shows that this problem can be solved in time O(jRj + jSj logm) for m the largesttransition label (c.f. [AMOT88][CLR90]). 6



independent events or propositions. For example, AF�4sendresponse says that along all futuresresponse occurs before more than 5 occurrences of send .Let p 2 AP , n 2 N and x 2 Var. An atomic expression ae is of the form � n � p or � x � p. Ourmethods outlined in the sequel are su�cient to handle arbitrary boolean combinations over AP inplace of p; however, for simplicity we only discuss the expressions as de�ned below. An expressione is either an atomic expression or any positive boolean combination of expressions. Formulae ofGeneral Parametric CTL (GPCTL) are any formulae of PRTCTL combined with the modalitiesEUe, AUe, EGe and AGe for any expression e. Semantics over untimed structures M = (S;R;L) aregiven for these new operators as follows.� M; s j= EfUeg i� there is a path � = s0 : : : such that s = s0 and there is an i 2 N such thatM; si j= g, for all j < i, M; sj j= f and s0 : : : si�1 j= e.� M; s j= AfUeg i� for all paths � = s0 : : : such that s = s0, there is an i 2 N such thatM; si j= g, for all j < i, M; sj j= f and s0 : : : si�1 j= e.� M; s j= EGef i� there is a path � = s0 : : : such that s = s0 and for all an i 2 N such thats0 : : : si�1 j= e, M; si j= f .� M; s j= AGef i� for all paths � = s0 : : : such that s = s0, for all i 2 N such that s0 : : : si�1 j= e,M; si j= f .� s0 : : : sm j=� n � p i� there are no more than n, positions, i, i 2 [0::m] such that p 2 L(si).� s0 : : : sm j= e0 _ e1 i� s0 : : : sm j= e0 or s0 : : : sm j= e1.� s0 : : : sm j= e0 ^ e1 i� s0 : : : sm j= e0 and s0 : : : sm j= e1.We use e(x) to refer to an expression in which the variable x appears. Given e(x), and n 2 N thene(n) refers to the expression every where the same except that x has every where been replacedby n. Below we show that satisfaction of event quanti�ed modalities can also be restricted toconsideration of simple paths.Proposition 5 Let M = (S;R;L), s 2 S and let n > jSj then the following hold.� M; s j= EfUe(n)g i� M; s j= EfUe(jSj)g.� M; s j= EGe(n)f i� M; s j= EGe(jSj)f .� M; s j= AfUe(n)g i� M; s j= AfUe(jSj)g.� M; s j= AGe(n)f i� M; s j= AGe(jSj)f .Model checking for atomic event quantitative modalities can be done in a completely analogousmanner to model checking timing properties, hence we have the following theorems. Let p; q; r 2 APand n 2 N.Theorem 5 The model checking problem `does M; s j= EqU�n�pr' can be solved in time O(jM j).The model checking problem `does M; s j= EG�n�pq' can be solved in time O(jM j).7



However, for more complex modalities the problem becomes decidedly more complex.Theorem 6 Let e be an expression with no variables. The model checking problem `does M; s j=EpUeq' is NP-complete. The model checking problem `does M; s j= EGep' is NP-complete.The following theorem and corollaries are a direct consequence of the semantics of parameterizationand the previous proposition.Theorem 7 Let M = (S;R;L) be a �nite structure and Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn) be a GPCTLsentence. M; s j= Qnxn : : : Q0x0f(x0; : : : xn) i� M; s j= Qnxn � jSj : : : Q0x0 � jSjf(x0; : : : xn).Corollary 5 Given M = (S;R;L) and GPCTL formula f with k parameters and atomic expo-nents, the model checking problem `does M j= f ' can be solved in O(jM jkjM jjf j).Corollary 6 Given M = (S;R;L) and GPCTL formula f , the model checking problem `doesM j= f ' can be solved in O(jM jjf j+1jf j).Next we apply our results about monotone formulae to the GPCTL model checking problem.Proposition 6 f(x) is a GPCTL sub-formula in positive normal form, with no quanti�ers, M isa structure and s is a state in M .� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EUe(x) and AUe(x) then M; s j= f(0) i� for allx � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EUe(x) and AUe(x) then M; s j= f(jSj) i� thereexists x � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EGe(x) and AGe(x) then M; s j= f(jSj) i� forall x � jSj, M; s j= f(x).� If the only parameterized operators in f(x) are EGe(x) and AGe(x) then M; s j= f(j0j) i� thereexists x � jSj, M; s j= f(x).Theorem 8 Let Q0x0 : : : Qnxnf(x0; : : : ; xn) be a GPCTL formula in positive normal form, and Ma structure. If for all i 2 [0::n], the only parameterized operators mentioning xi are either all Ue(xi)or all Ge(xi), then M j= Q0x0 : : : Qnxnf(x0; : : : ; xn) i� M j= f(a0; : : : ; an) where for i 2 [0::n],ai = 0 if Qi = 8 and xi only appears in U operators; ai = 0 if Qi = 9 and xi only appears in Goperators; ai = jM j if Qi = 8 and xi only appears in G operators; ai = jM j if Qi = 9 and xi onlyappears in U operators.Corollary 7 Given M = (S;R;L) and monotone GPCTL formula f with atomic superscripts, themodel checking problem, `does M j= f ' can be solved in time O(jM jjf j).
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6 ConclusionWe have presented PRTCTL, a parameterized quantitative temporal logic, and given an e�cientmodel checking algorithm for a large subclass of the logic. PRTCTL is an extension to RTCTL thatallows the expression of abstract quantitative formulae which cannot be expressed in the standardquantitative logics without parameterization.[AHV93] shows that parametric reasoning is possible for a restricted class of parameterized timedautomata, although the general problem is undecidable. There, the parameterization is givendirectly in terms of the automaton de�nition. [Wa96] de�nes PTCTL, a parametric version of TCTL[ACD90] and uses PTCTL to characterize the parameter valuations for which a timed automatonwill satisfy the instantiated TCTL formula. This characterization is given in terms of a set of linearequations. [Wa96] shows that this parametric timing analysis problem is solvable in time doubleexponential in the size of the timed automaton or structure. Our approach has been to work witha more restrictive type of structure and a di�erent kind of parameterized formula. Speci�cally,we do not allow the use of resettable clocks or arcs labeled with elements of a dense domain inthe de�nition of structures but we do allow quanti�cation over parameter values, something whichis not allowed in PTCTL. With these di�erences we are able to show a substantial improvementin complexity and give a more standard model checking approach to the problem of evaluatingparameterized formulae over structures. We note that our approach is amenable to recoveringinstantiations of the parameters for which the formula holds in the structure, if such exist (c.f.[AHV93] [Wa96]).Finally we have given algorithms for PRTCTL over timed structures and GPCTL over untimedstructures. Our analysis of PRTCTL draws directly from and enhances [EMSS92], particularlytheorem 3. We have shown that the GPCTL model checking problem is NP-complete even for thecase when there are no parameters. However, for sentences with only atomic superscripts and a�xed k number of parameters, the GPCTL model checking problem is solvable in time polynomialin the size of the structure. Our work di�ers from that of [YMW97] in that our logic makes no use ofso called freeze quanti�ers ([ACD90] [AH89]). Freeze quanti�cation is a type of local quanti�cationwhereas the parameterization used here is a global quanti�cation. There does not seem to bean obvious translation from PRTCTL into TCTL but this remains an interesting open question.The fact that GPCTL can express quantitative properties of independent actions di�erentiates thislogic from many others in the literature. Along any computation the number of occurrences of eachevent must be monotonically non-decreasing but they may each may increase at their own rate.This type of independence is not allowed in either [YMW97] or in [ACD90] although the exactrestrictions are somewhat di�erent in the two papers. The logics de�ned here are not as general asthose that combine the full power of Presberger arithmetic with temporal logics but they also avoidthe increased complexity for model checking associated with the added power [BEH95] [BEH95a].References[AMOT88] Ahuja, R., Mehlhorn, K., Orlin, B. and Tarjan, R., Faster algorithms for the shortest path problem.Technical Report 193, MIT Operations Research Center, 1988.[ACD90] Alur, R., Courcoubetis, C. and Dill, D., Model Checking for real-time systems. In Proceedings of the 5thAnnual Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, IEEE Computer Society Press, New York, pp. 414-425.[AH89] Alur, R., and Henzinger, T. A. , A Really Temporal Logic. In Proceedings of the 30th Annual Symposiumon Foundations of Computer Science. IEEE Computer Society Press, New York, pp. 164-169, 1989.9
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